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INTRODUCTION

Charleston, one of the nation's most historic cities, attracts
thousands of tourists each year.

With the number increasing annually,

accommodation near the historical areas becomes harder to obtain,
resulting in longer travel time and parking situations to accommodate
all of the visitors.
A downtown hotel eliminates this time-distance problem by being located
in close proximity to many of the attractions.

The hotel would then

have more to offer than a room, but also the surrounding environment,
to its guests.
This terminal project is an attempt to satisfy the city's need of accommodation and downtown activity generation through the design of a new
hotel facility to be located on a downtown site.

This proposal will

strive to present a well organized hotel, paying proper respect to its
surroundings and environment, and being well equipped for purposes of
service, dining, entertainment, shipping, and acconmodation.

A downtown

hotel in Charleston would be a beneficial addition to the present downtown hotel facilities, serving to reinforce the downtown urban fabric.

4

HISTORY OF HOTELS
Hotels date back to ancient Rome where they were used for government
business.

A letter from the reigning authority was required for

admittance, and the hotel keeper was responsible to keep a nightly
vigil as well as a record of his guests' names, stations and
•
1 1t1es.
• •
1
nat,ona

The first American hotels were Atlantic seaport inns and were located
along primary stagecoach routes in converted farmhouses.

With the

advent of canals and railroads came the larger hostelries built along
these new routes, placing the wayside inn .

As cities grew, hotels

were built near the business centers and theater districts, with their
first period of expansion coming to an end about 1929.

The greatest

increase occurred during the last ten years with a 47 percent increase
in the total number of rooms.

2

The overbuilt hotel industry was hard-hit by the depression of the
thirties with four out of five hotels going bankrupt at least once .
It was not until World War I I that occupancy rates reached a high

5
enough level to yield a profit from the rooms built before the
depression.
Few hotels were constructed after World War I I; instead the existing
ones were renovated to where they were quite different from their
original appearance.

The newly established motel industry saw most

of the new construction during this period where the number of units
has tripled. 3 These establishments located along major highways and
were dependent on the tourist trade.
The hotel chain has played a significant role in the lodging industry
since the 1920's with the establishment of the Statler and Eppley
chains.

Being under a franchise, the individual proprietor retains

ownership of the hotel while using a widely advertised name.

4

•

6
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CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
HISTORY
,.

Charleston was first settled in 1670 and marked the beginning of
the colonization of South Carolina.

The first settlement was on

the west bank of the Ashley River, and the peninsula was reserved
for a port town named Charlestown in 1680 and proved to have the
most defensible harbor between Virginia and Florida. 5

Because of

the harbor and fine surrounding waterways, settlements and plantations
spread up and down the coast, and Charleston became the trade center
of the region.
Since the Revolutionary War, the military has played a key role in
Charleston's history with the establishment of several forts around
the harbor.

Major battles took place at these forts during both the

Revolutionary War and the Civil War.

Several new military bases have

been built since then, maintaining Charleston's major position in
national security.
In spite of the ravages of war, natural disasters have taken the
largest toll on the city by way of floods, hurricanes, tornadoes,
plagues, fires, and earthquakes.

For example, the great earthquake

of 1886 destroyed many old buildings and cracked virtually every

-

I

7
masonry wall in the city.

6

Since then, in recognition of the danger,

great washers attached to rods were installed in many buildings to
bind their walls together.
In addition to trade and the military, industrial development, encouraged by a nearby hydroelectric project, has contributed significantly to Charleston 1 s economic growth.

Its chief exports are petrole-

um products, paper and wood pulp, fertilizer, and iron and steel scrap;
while its major imports are petroleum products, industrial chemicals
and ores, and fresh bananas. 7

NATURAL SETTING

Located in the southeastern portion of the South Carolina low-country,
Charleston County extends 100 miles along the coast and between 6. l
and 26.7 miles inland.

It is one of the most picturesque and his-

toric areas in the nation.

A barrier island chain along the coast

provides extensive areas of marsh land and tidal waters.
The generally temperate climate of the Charleston area is characterized by warm temperatures and no significant dry season.

Prevailing

winds are northerly in the fall and winter and southerly in the

8

spring and summer, and average 10. l miles per hour.

These winds

coupled with sea breezes help to remove pollutants from the area.
Calms occur mainly during mornings and evenings.

Normal daily

temperatures are from 69°F to 92°F in summer and from 38°F to 68°F
in winter, with higher relative humidity in summer months .
Charleston's topography as a part of the Atlantic coastal plain,
is very level and has only slight irregularities.
from sea level to 70 feet.

Elevations range

Grades seldom reach 6 percent.

As a result of the level topography, extensive tidal marshes and broad
creeks and rivers surround the city.
LAND USE

11

Charleston 1 s historic architecture must not be sacrificed in the name

of 'progress.

1

Indeed the destruction of the buildings which contri-

bute so much to the quality of life in Charleston would be the antithesis
of progress. 11

8

Almost completely developed, the peninsula contains deep water ports
and industrial areas on the Cooper River on the east; residential,
educational, and health facilities on the west; and is the center of

9

government, health, education, finance, legal, commerce, and cultural
. . .
9
act1v1t1es.

Urban development will cause an intensification on the peninsula that
will make changes and modifications in transportation and land use
necessary.

The land use plan attempts to head off any congestion

and blight which may occur due to an unchecked growth, and attempts
to preserve the historical integrity of the city while meeting the
demands for future growth. lO

(See Figure l)

The purpose of the plan is to guide private developers and governmental agencies to make land use decisions that are in the public
interest and that show concern for the maintenance and enhancement
of the existing character and quality of the city.
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POPULATION

The city of Charleston has been in a state of flux since 1960 which
is seen in the amount of reconstruction and migration taking place
in the city.

According to the 1970 census, 46,819 persons 1 ive in

the peninsular portion of the city--down almost 25 percent from the

1960 census as shown in Figure 2.

Public improvements which have

taken place within the city account for some of the population loss
due to condemnation and relocation programs.

The preliminary develop-

ment plan for the peninsular portion of the city of Charleston is
designed to accommodate from 50,000 to 70,000 persons which implies
.
.
·1n some res1.d ent1a
• 1 areas. 11
a h .19 her dens1ty
requirement

The city as a whole has increased its population by nearly 1,900
persons since the 1970 census, but this increase is primarily in the
West Ashley area and does not indicate migration back into the city.
TRANSPORTATION

The city of Charleston is accessible from other parts of the state
and country by major highways such as Interstate 26, connecting with
Columbia and Greenville-Spartanburg, and Interstates 95, 20, and 85.
US 17 runs perpendicular to 1-26 and serves the coastal regions.
Other major highways are US 52 and 78.

12
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Seaboard and Southern Railroads serve the Charleston area with two
Amtrak passenger trains per day stopping at the North Charleston
station.
Two bus companies also serve the Charleston area from all major cities,
with passenger stations located within fairly close proximity to each
other in downtown Charleston.
Air transportation is serviced by five airline companies flying to
Charleston from most major cities.

The terminal is located next to

the U.S. Air Force Base which jointly uses the runway facilities.
Charleston's port is a major terminus for passenger 1 iners as well
as cargo ships.
The intra-city transportation was seen by the Planning Council and
the South Carolina Highway Department as a key element in the overall planning process of the city.

So in 1965 the Charleston Area

Transportation Study (CHATS) was begun by the Highway Department
and local governments in the Charleston metropolitan area.

The

initial plan was released in October, 1968, which called for a system

14

of freeways, expressways, arteries, and collectors to meet the
city's needs until 1985.

(See Figure 3)

Within the study area,

90,000 vehicles travel a total of 3.2 million miles a day, con-

sisting of 97 percent of daily person trips. 13

The other 3 per-

cent consists of taxi service and of bus service--the city's only
forms of mass transit.
AMENITIES

The city of Charleston attracts large numbers of tourists each
year with picturesque streets on which are certain historic
buildings--some dating back to the Seventeenth Century.

There are

also some 300 churches in the area, several of which are of historical
I

importance.

The cultural organizations are instrumental in promoting

and maintaining museums, galleries, and the arts.

Outlying gardens

attract the largest crowds in the spring from around the world.

Other

amenities include recreational activities such as the beaches, parks,
golf, and deep sea fishing.
Figure 4 shows some of these amenities that are located in the downtown
area.
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HOTELS AND CHARLESTON
ROOM ACCOMMODATIONS

There are relatively few hotels in the downtown Charleston area .
Many visitors find it necessary to book reservations well in advance
or to settle for accommodations in the outlying areas.

The hotels

are relatively close to one another downtown--mostly on a strip which
runs north and south down Meeting Street.

(See Figure 4)

The follow-

ing is a list of these hotels, their size and types of supportive
facilities:
Francis Marion Hotel - 385 King Street
275 rooms, coffee shop, restaurant, banquet facilities
Golden Eagle Motor Inn - 155 Meeting Street
121 rooms, pool, coffee shop
Heart of Charleston Motel - 200 Meeting Street
118 rooms, pool, coffee shop
Holiday Inn, Downtown - 125 Calhoun Street
122 rooms, pool, coffee shop, banquet facilities
King Charles Inn - 237 Meeting Street
91 rooms, pool, restaurant
Mills Hyatt House - Meeting and Queen Streets
237 rooms, pool, coffee shop, restaurant, banquet facilities
These six hotels contain a total of 964 rooms for a maximum accommodation of l ,928 people.

18

MEETING
ACCOMMODATIONS

The major convention facility in the city is the Gaillard Municipal
Auditorium, located on Calhoun Street one block from East Bay Street,
on an 11-acre site.

The building contains a 2,700 seat auditorium and

an exhibition hall that seats 2,500 people normally or 1,300 in a
banquet situation.

In addition there are 11,200 square feet of ad-

ditional exhibition space in the foyer as well as ten separate, but
flexible, meeting rooms with a capacity ranging between 33 and 110
people.

C
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CONSIDERATIONS

The major points of consideration for the selection of a site for
a hotel in downtown Charleston are to have a large enough land area
so as to maximize the number of rooms and facilities, to be at a
prominent location for easy accessibility, and to be within walking
distance of points of interest in the city, maximizing the guests'
interaction with the surrounding physical environment.
Three existing vacant downtown sites were selected for further consideration in the initial site selection process based on the size
of property and proximity to the major points of interest.
Figure 5)

(See

The first site, hereafter referred to as the "Calhoun

Street site," is located at the eastern end of Calhoun Street,
fronting on the Cooper River; the second site, or "Belk site," is
located between Meeting and King Streets at Market Street; and the
third site or "Ashley River site" is located at the corner of Hagood
and Line Streets.

(See Figures 6, 7, and 8)
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METHOD OF ASSESSMENT

A systematic approach was used in the assessment of the three sites. 14
The results are shown graphically in Figure 9 as to the dominant
characteristics.

This analysis of the sites reveals the problems,

strengths, and weaknesses of each, and the results can be compared
with

11

ideal 11 considerations.

The twelve characteristics for site considerations are:
1.

Boundaries
Dimensions, rights of way, deed restrictions, easements and curbs,
and hydrants and poles

2.

Zoning
Present allowable uses, setbacks, access points, 1 ights, median
breaks, density, heights allowed, and parking required

3.

Utilities
Locations, distance to site, telephone, gas, water, sewer, electrical, and capacities

4.

Soil conditions
Composition, bearing, chemicals, and density

5.

Topography
Elevations, drainage patterns, basins, mounds, ridges, visual
emphasis, flat areas and slope orientation

26
6.

Significant features
Rock outcroppings, existing buildings, ditches, water, and trees

7.

Vegetation
Tree types, limb spread and height, ground cover, noise, odors,
and visual

8.

Sensory
Type and intensity produced, type and intensity that must be
screened, and important environmental situations

9.

Pedestrian circulation
Volume, location, frequency and pattern

10.

Vehicular circulation
Volume and direction, location, and frequency and pattern

11.

Surrounding physical environment
Surrounding zoning, possible development, profile, orientation,
scale, form, image, materials, density

12.

Surrounding social environment
Influence of growth and change, income, density, and futur e
social needs15
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The Belk site was chosen because of its strength in pedestrian circulation, vehicular circulation, and its surrounding physical environment.

Located in the historical district, the site is within walking

distance of many of the city's attractions as well as other downtown
hotels, creating the possibility of having inter-hotel conventions.
Its proximity also eliminates the temptation to drive into the historic city as might be required from the two more distant sites.
Vehicular access to the site is off Meeting Street--a major northsouth artery on which are most of Charleston's downtown hotels.

Of

all three sites, the Belk site offers an intimate relationship to the
historical area and the King Street business district, thus providing
the opportunity for maximum benefit to the city's economy.
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LOCATION

The Belk site is so named because the property was formerly the
location of the Belk downtown store which was razed due to deterioration.

It is located at a key position in the downtown commercial

revitalization program currently under study by Bartman-Aschman
Associates of Washington, D.C.

Their proposals divide the commercial

area around the Belk site into five districts.

(See Figure 10)

To the north is the lower King Street shopping area where retail
shops are encouraged with the development of residential and other
supportive uses on upper floors.

The street would be de-emphasized

as an auto carrier and turned into a pedestrian street connected
with improved parking facilities behind the shops.

Larger vacant

buildings would be subdivided for rental to smaller type shops and
the introduction of uses that would extend activities into the
evening hours.
The Market District, located to the east, is presently being upgraded
into a tourist-oriented area with souvenier shops, restaurants, and a
flea market.

It is a major pedestrian link from King Street to the

Cooper River and the cruise ship terminal.

Along with an improved

streetscape would be improved parking facilities.

31

To the south on King Street is the Archdale Square Antique District
where antique and specialty shops are emphasized with the encouragement or residential units on upper floors with joint parking behind
connected to pedestrian areas by landscaped arcades.

Queen Street

provides a good 1 inkage to the hotels on Meeting Street.
Also to the south is the Meeting Street Office/Cultural District,
which is tourist oriented with office, institutional, cultural, and
housing activities encouraged.

Meeting Street is a major auto carrier

with a need of strong 1 inear landscaping and street furniture to
create a good pedestrian identity for the street.
The Broad Street area, located to the south of the Antique District,
has emphasis on business, financial, and governmental activities.
LEGAL DESCRIPTION

The site is located on King and Meeting Streets between the old Penney's
Building and Market Street.

The only structure remaining on the site is

an old, one-story building used as liquor store.

The remaind er of the

site has been completely cleared and covered wit h gravel for parking.

J:S)4\\ \ :;5J~~..
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ZONING

The site is presently zoned GB {general business) by the Zoning
Ordinance of the city of Charleston and may be used for hotel
facilities.
Building setbacks are not required by the ordinance and are discouraged in this area by the historic preservation plan.
Vehicular access points may be located anywhere on the three adjacent
streets outside of 15 feet from the corners.

16

However, access may

be difficult from King and Market Streets due to their one-way
direction and also to the possible closing of that portion of King
Street to traffic.

Meeting Street, in spite of its relatively heavy

volume, would be the most feasible point of access.

(See Figure 11)

There are no density requirements in the general business zone but
height restrictions as set for in the historic preservation plan
1 imit the building height to 30 feet minimum and 50 feet maximum to
100 feet back on King and Market Streets, and 90 feet in height on
the remainder of the site. l7

34

Offstreet parking required by the zoning ordinance for hotels is
one space for every three guest rooms, one space per 200 squre feet
of retail, and one loading space for each 10,000 square feet of
retat'1 area. 18
A flood hazard ordinance was ratified in 1973 by the City of Charleston, establishing minimum requirements as to land use, building
standards, and control measures to minimize damage to public and
private property resulting from flooding.
zone

11

811 , which is considered a non-hazard area, and no restrictions

are levied.
UTILITIES

The site is located in

(See Figure 11)

All utilities are located near the site along existing street rightsof-way.

Gas, water, and sewer 1 ines all run underground, while the

telephone and electrical lines run overhead except on King Street
where all utilities are underground .

(See Figure 12)
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The soil in most of the Charleston area consists of loose to medium

SOIL CONDITIONS

sand to a depth of 12 to 18 feet.

:3~nil •· .

. ": . . ' :
.

III
1ptiff
1 I II

.

..

From 18 down to 37 to 44 feet is

soft to stiff inorganic clays, beneath which is denser sands to a

.

depth of 48 to 68 feet, under which is a layer of calcareous clay and
marine deposits called the Cooper marl.
I

..

Clay
II I
.

.

. ..

-

.

-

I

The ground water table is

approximately 11 feet below the surface. 19

(See Figure 13)

Standard bearing on the soil with conventional footings is 1 imited
to 2,000 pounds per square foot, so any structure of appreciable

'i.-.-~per Marl

'XXX~

size (over one-or-two-story light frame) will require pile foundations,

Figure 13. Soi 1
Conditions.

bearing on the layer of marl .

LAND CONTOURS

Like most of the peninsular portion of the city, the contours of the
site are relatively flat.

20

Rainwater that is not soaked into the

soil drains into the street.
SIGNIFICANT
FEATURES

There is one existing vacant structure on the site.

Otherwise there

are no significant rocks, ditches, water, or trees.
EXISTING
FOLIAGE

The entire site is completely devoid of any significant foliage.
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SENSORY

Noise to the site comes primarily from vehicular traffic on Meeting
Street and to a lesser degree from Market and King Streets.

This

noise is more intense in mornings and evenings due to the rush-hour
traffic.

(See Figure 12)

Odors found on the site are a result of the vehicular traffic adjacent
to and the innate industrial odors of the Charleston area.

These

odors are usually more intense in the morning and evening hours.
Being located in the center of a Historic District, there is not one
primary view from the site.

To the north is a commanding view of

the retail section of King Street (Figure 14).

To the south is a

similar view down into the Antique District (Figure 15).

The west

faces the Riviera Theater and other store fronts on King Street along
View South on Meeting
Street.

with an unfavorable view toward a new savings and loan building that
is completely out of character with the area (Figure 16), and to the
east lies the Market and the Cooper River beyond.

(See Figure 17)

Figure 14.

Retail Section of King Street.

Figure 15.

Antique District.

\\{

l(i;"

~

Figure 16.

Unfavorable King Street View.

Figure 17.

Market District.
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PEDESTRIAN
CIRCULATION

Pedestrian traffic around the site is heavy during the day with
shoppers, businessmen, and tourists buying goods, running errands,
or just plain sightseeing.

This activity generally tapers off after

six o'clock, and the pedestrian traffic becomes minimal.

There is a

need to bring in a function to maintain the activity through the
evening hours.
Presently, on-site pedestrian traffic is limited to those going to
and from their parked cars, since the entire site is a fenced parking
lot.

There is a great potential for a link to the Market Area from

King Street through the site and the new facility.

(See Figure 12)

The time-distance on foot to major points of interest and other related
facilities is found to be no more than 20 minutes to most of the areas.
The site is also located near the origin of Charleston's walking tours.

VEHICULAR
CIRCULATION

The majority of the traffic volume occurring around the site is on
Meeting Street, one of the city's major north-south arteries, with
about a 12,000 car daily average.

King and Market Streets each have

a volume of approximately 4,000 vehicles per day.

The heaviest traffic

41
occurs during the rush hours from seven to nine in the morning and
from four to six in the evening.

(See Figure 11)

Time-distance by car to many areas distant to the downtown area is
facilitated by the location of Interstate 26 only five minutes driving
time up Meeting Street from the site.
SURROUNDING
PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT

Situated in the middle of a historical section of the city, the
site's surrounding physical environment is full of buildings of architectural significance.

(See Figure 11)

King Street has a unique

character where most buildings are two-to-three stories in height ·(with
the exception of the adjacent Penney Building which is five-stories
high).

Many of these buildings were built in the middle to late 1700 1 s,

while others were constructed during the early 1800 1 s.

The City Market

to the east was established in 1788-1804 and extends from Meeting
Street to East Bay Street.

The buildings are built predominantly of

brick, wood, and stucco, with wrought iron ornamentation, roofed with
slate, copper, and tile.
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SURROUNDING
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

There is a great deal of diversity in the social structure around
the site.

To the south is the wealthy "below Broad" residences in

the larger, older homes.

Until recently, a relatively large black

population lived in some of the surrounding neighborhoods but is now
dwindling due to the influx of students and the higher market value
of historical homes in such neighborhoods as Ansonborough to the
north.

There is also a large college community due to the recent

expansion of the College of Charleston just two blocks to the north
and the Medical University nearby.

Relatively newer residential

neighborhoods to the west are being converted into apartments to house
these student groups.
Figures 18, 19 and 20 show the racial distribution, income and housing
density of the Charleston peninsula.
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INTRODUCTION

Because the site is located in the middle of an historic district,
relationship to the architectural vernacular is a key issue in the
design process, and considerable importance is placed on the design
implications created by the physical surroundings.
case studies are of

11

existing environment.

The following

infill 11 buildings designed and built into an

48

PARKS STREET
CHURCH
BOSTON, MASS.

The church commissioned architects Stahl/Bennett to design a new
ministries building onto the back of the existing distinguished
church built in 1803.

The first obstacle the architects had to

overcome was to be able to convince the building committee that a
reproduction that they envisioned would not only be an insult to
the authentic edifice, but would be unproductive to the church's
causes by creating a backward-looking image.

In order to deal with

the tremendous square footage requirements resulting from the rapidly
expanding Sunday School program, the committee also envisioned the
new structure to extend over the church itself .
Figure 21. 11 I n-House 11
Design of Parks Street
Church.

(See Figure 21)

These ideas gave way to a design of an open plan building, extensively
fenestrated at the end walls to reduce the visual bulk of the building.
Alternately accommodating the need for various functions within the
same area reduced the overall square footage.

Vertical air ducts

allowed a reduction of the floor-to-floor height, bringing the new
building into a desired scale with the existing building on the other
side of the church.

(See Figure 22)
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The structure consists of the combination of a concrete bearing wall
on one side and columns on the other (to expose the back brick wall
of the existing church) to support a one-way ribbed concrete floor/
ceiling.

The columnless floors are expressed on the outside by

precast concrete horizontal elements and uninterrupted butt-joint
glass windows.
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VENDOME HOTEL
BOSTON, MASS.

The Vendome Hotel, built in the 1880 1 s, was recently successfully
converted into an apartment building in 1972 by Stahl/Bennett, Architects.

However, a fire demolished an entire section of the building

and brought into question the structural integrity of the remainder.
The decision to rebuild the section was made and Stahl/Bennett's
answer was to design a totally new-looking segment of the building
with the floors aligning with the existing floors in order to maintain
the established scale, but in the new duplexes, the 1 iving area is
larger, borrowing from the bedroom space below--a more appealing
arrangement for the rental market.

The resulting contrast of periods

seems to offer the diversity of a city within a single building.
Careful attention was made to the alignment of new fenestration to
elements in the existing facade, and their vertical mass to void
relationship.

Greater importance is placed on the first floor which

houses retail shops.

The bay window motif is carried out in a harmo-

nizing way on the south elevation by a vertical element, protruding
at 45 degrees, springing from the same point as the bay windows.

This

new design onto the existing building compensated for the new cost by
better planning and increased rentable area over the original plan.
(See Figure 23)
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CORPUS CHRISTI
COLLEGE
OXFORD, ENGLAND

Corpus Christi College in Oxford University is located in an old and
long settled town.

The need for expansion is ever present in uni-

versities and Oxford is no exception.

Within the dense urban fabric

of the existing city, Corpus Christi College was able to add a 41
study-bedroom building for undergraduates through the British architectural firm of Powell and Moya.
The site is on Magpie Lane--a narrow street with mainly three-story

-

~

Sl v:::;

buildings of domestic character.

The new building had to integrate

with an old Sixteenth Century house on the north and a late Nineteenth
Century residential building to the south.

Across the street on

Magpie Lane is a 15 foot rough stone boundary wall of an adjacent
college.
The plan form breaks the Magpie Lane elevation into three segments,
breaking up an otherwise long, continuous facade.

The splayed

windows allow views up and down the narrow street rather than just
across, and allow sunlight in the rooms that face north.

The fourth

story (third floor) is recessed back to maintain the established
scale of the street.

(See Figure 24)
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The main structure is brick cross walls supported on a central
longitudinal reinforced concrete beam.

Building materials are

reinforced concrete floors and roof, lightly bush-hammered on the
exterior exposure; coursed bladon stone rubble on the exterior-to compliment the existing buildings--backed with brick to form a
cavity wall; and black anodized aluminum windows with lead-faced
panels below.
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CONCLUSION

The major issues described in the three case studies were scale,
functional expression, mass-to-void relationship, window alignments,
material harmonization, and respect to what was there previously .
One design may have addressed itself to certain issues, while the
others may have been concerned with different ones altogether.

The

author feels that the Corpus Christi residential building is the most
successful of the three in that it takes i nto account, perhaps in
varying degrees, all of the above issues, with the strongest being
the blending of materials, vertical scale, and material harmonization.
The Vendome Hotel project is strong in its mass-to-void relationship,
vertical window alignment, and respects what was there before.

How-

ever, its overall vertical scale dominates over the existing facade
by its unbroken vertical plane, unrecessed at the top to respect the
roof line.

The Parks Street Church addition is strong in its functional

expression and its vertical scale relationship to both of the adjoining
buildings through the exterior expression of the two-story sky room.
The problem of solving new/old integration is not an easy one.

New

buildings can be compatible in an old established architectural
environment.

S 1av i sh copying to make a new bu i 1ding

11

f it i n 11 can be
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an insult to the vernacular and may only cheapen the environment
instead of enhancing it.
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SEPARATION
OF FUNCTIONS

Most hotels, regardless of size, have many design goals in common
as well as basic considerations such as separation of functions,
traffic, meeting or function rooms, restaurants, kitchens, service,
and guest rooms.
Basically, hotels have a tripartite functional pattern consisting
of guest rooms, public areas, and service areas.

The public areas

allow access to the guest rooms, usually through vertical circulation
means, and to restaurant and conference rooms.

Service areas are

segregated but functionally interlocked with the guest and public
areas through separate circulation provisions.
TRAFFIC

A 300-room hotel can have as many as 600 to 700 guests.

Also there

may be people coming from elsewhere in the city to attend certain
functions taking place within the hotel.
ever got together, it could be disastrous.
patterns is essential:

If these two activities
Separation of traffic

both automotive from pedestrian, and lobby

traffic from traffic to functions within the hotel.

Basically, guests

circulate from the parking area, to the entrance and reception area,
to the elevators, and finally to their rooms.

Those attending a
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meeting would bypass the desk and circulate directly to the meeting
room, past the restaurant and bar.

The employees enter by the staff

entrance, go to the changing rooms, and finally through service
corridors and elevators, to their respective work areas.

Deliveries

of items such as food, drink, dry goods, and supplies enter by way of
the loading dock where they are received and taken to their respective
storage areas and individual departments.

24

Mechanical, electrical,

and electronic equipment services need to be located in accessible
ducts.

Separation of staff and public circulation is also essential--

their paths should never cross.

Guests' circulation should be clear,

avoiding confusion and allowing a guest to get to know the building
quickly.

Service circulation should be tightened by eliminating long

passageways, creating a greater employee efficiency.
MEETING ROOMS

Flexibility and accessibility are the major factors in the design of
the meeting or function rooms.

A separate entrance area, not neces-

sarily from the outside, large enough for registration, should be
provided, with an adjacent coat room.

In order to accommodate several

types of functions, the meeting rooms should be as diverse as possible
through the use of movable partitions that have a high resistance to
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sound transmission.
nearby.

Storage of chairs and tables needs to occur

Smaller meeting rooms can be made from specifically furnished,

convertible guest rooms, renting the room for conferences during the
day and as a guest room at night.

Extra storage for tables and chairs

would be needed on floors with rooms used this way.
RESTAURANTS

As a rule, Americans would rather eat out at a restaurant than at
a hotel 1 s dining facility.

25

This has resulted in the creation of

several smaller specialty hotel restaurants a8d lounges rather than
one large one for its guests.

These new restaurants have a limited

menu and varied prices--ideal for a variety of people with different
tastes, money, and times to spend it.

Every eating place in the

hotel should be capable of being served independently of each other
at the same time.
KITCHENS

The kitchens are most efficient if they are located either together
as one large kitchen or several kitchens sharing common facilities
such as supply areas and dishwashing.
levels should be stacked.

Kitchens on two different

62
SERVICE

With one and a quarter to one a half employees per guest room,
including one maid per 13 to 14 rooms,
what they are doing and when.
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it is necessary to know

Generally, maids work from early

morning to mid-afternoon, and the majority of the dining staff at
night.

However, the demand for room service is greatest during the

morning hours--the same time the maids are working.

To avoid con-

gestion at the service elevators, the maids could have their carts
charged the night before and store them on the guest floor overnight
in a secure room separate from the service elevator.

Separate service

elevators for room service and maids could also be provided as well as
a converted passenger/service elevator, with two doors, for service in
the morning, if needed, since guest elevator use is low then.
The trend of the open registration desk in hotels needs to be compromised by allowing for a closed-off area for room clerks and assistant
managers to step out of guests' hearing.

Elevator control is impor-

tant so there needs to be an unobstructed view from the front office
area and bell captains to the elevators.
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GUEST ROOMS

Guest rooms need not be different from one another.

Added expenses

in guest rooms are a repeat cost multiplied by the number of rooms
creating a sizable extra expense that is unneeded.

Instead, the

most should be made of the ceremonial spaces of the hotel.

Inter-

connecting doors that create suites when open also create sound
problems and loss of storage space.

To minimize the need for these

doors, special suite rooms can be provided on the upper floor of the
hotel.

Single rooms should also be sized to accommodate a double bed

in order to meet possible changes in room occupancy requirements.
Some rooms could be fitted with longer or drop leaf desks to accommodate the businessman.

Ceiling 1 ights for overal illumination are

considered a negative element because of their harshness .
To avoid a bad reputation of being a noisy hotel, services should
be located, if possible, nearer noise producing areas around the site.
An acoustically 1 ined air intake for room air conditioners on the
outside wall would also reduce outside noise coming in.

Interior

noise such as television, radio, plumbing, and hallways, can be abated
by solid airtight construction with walls that contain staggered
outlets, double intercommunicating doors, treatment of penetrating
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pipes, and sealing of joints; and by a constant low background
noise produced by the air conditioner unit.

Structure borne noise

such as wall-mounted television, radio, telephones, and luggage
racks; falling objects; piping; air handling units; and impact can
be tempered by putting a resilient layer between the noise source
and the structure.

Doors from guest rooms to corridors should be

solid and tight-fitting or soundproofed.

Acoustical ceiling and

carpeted corridors reduce the tunnel effect of sound and decrease
its loudness.

Bathroom to bathroom noise transmission is solved by

the double wall (pipe chase) with surface mounted fixtures and
separate branch ducts to adjacent rooms.
To help reduce the monotony of the sometimes seemingly endless
corridors with nothing but doors on both sides, curves in the building
line can be used to eliminate the apparent length, doors can be recessed to segment the hallway, the ceiling height and 1 ighting levels
can be changed to vary the visual effect, and colors and patterns are
often employed for liveliness.
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STRUCTURE

Structure and services must not interfere with the bedroom layout,
therefore, structural bays are determined by the size of the room
(13 to 14 feet wide by 20 to 25 feet long including bath).

The

structure can occur at every room wall but this may result in a
forest of columns in the public and service areas below.
solutions are:

Possible

to reduce the number of columns by placing them at

every other room wall, to place the room structure to the side of
the public spaces, or to redistribute the column loads on large,
longitudinal beams--freeing the public space beneath.
Steel and concrete are both feasible structural materials for a project the size of a hotel.

The following is a list of advantages and

disadvantages of each.
The properties of steel are its high strength, uniformity, elasticity,
permanence, ductility, weldability, toughness, and fatigue strength.
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The advantages are in its adaptation to prefabrication, its flexibility
in the altering of bay sizes to acconY11odate different functions, and
its allowance for the economical repetition of rooms.

The disadvantages

are in its structural fireproofing costs, its susceptibility to buckling
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in columns, its need of a suspended finish ceiling in rooms, and its
extra requisite considerations taken in guest rooms for soundproofing.
The strength and characteristics of concrete can be varied according
to the proportions and characteristics of the three basic ingredients
of cement, water, and aggregate.

Its advantages are in the complete

freedom of form, restricted only by the 1 imitations of the formwork
and reinforcing bars; the choice of structural systems,..!_.~.• post
and beam or load-bearing wall; the floor slab can also be the ceiling
of the room below; the reuse of formwork in the economical repetition
of rooms; and the possibility of precast sections for quick erection.
Its disadvantages are in the weight, the forming process required, and
the curing time.
MECHANICAL

In order that each room have complete thermostatic control, either a
fan coil unit or a unit ventilator would be a feasible mechanical
system for the guest rooms.

Fan coil units are supplied by a central

chiller and boiler, through hot and cold water supply pipes, which
are more efficient than the totally independent unit ventilator.

How-

ever, installation costs for the unit ventilator are considerably less
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due to the amount of piping required for fan coil units.

These two

systems allow for a smaller floor-to-floor height since there are no
air ducts in the ceiling.
Units located on outside walls acquire fresh air from the outside ,
but admit noise and occupy floor and wall space within the room.

An

alternative would be to place the units above the bathroom in a furred
space next to the plumbing chase, which could be used for cooling and
heating supply and return pipes also.
Public spaces, such as restaurants and meeting rooms, and service
areas would be better served from central air handling units supplying
conditioned air to these spaces.

These units could either be located

in the central mechanical room or in a separate room.

The meeting

rooms should be individually controlled to increase flexibility and
reduce waste.
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Conceived of as a part of downtown renewal project, a 400-room

DOWNTOWN HOTEL
CHARLESTON,
WEST VIRGINIA

,,
-,·~~~~I(
1 ~-__; . ,_
L i~

hotel, designed by Morris Lapidus Associates, was proposed.

Separate

but interconnected entries are provided for hotel guests and those

r' ...,

.

-

. . •IIDYl;:l •

attending conventions.
~

The public spaces are located on two levels

with the large ballroom on the second floor.

;;.

(See Figure 25)

The

public spaces are segregated from the service areas such that the
paths of the guests and staff never cross.
·'

The only employee entry

is guarded for security, providing no other way out for employees
and goods than what is intended.

The kitchen is contiguous to the

restaurant and beneath the meeting rooms.

A large service corridor

adjacent to the meeting rooms is provided for food carts, used for
large banquets.

A premium was paid for the rooftop cocktail lounge/

restaurant in that it has a separate kitchen and special services,
such as circulation, need to be provided.

It is made up in higher

prices, a limited menu, and 1 iquor sales; and creates the hotel 1 s
11

image, 11 seen from miles around. 29
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Charleston, West Virginia Downtown Hotel.
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MILLS HYATT HOUSE
CHARLESTON, S. C.

The Mills Hyatt House was designed jointly by Curtis and Davis of
New York and by the local firm of Simmons, Lapham, Mitchell, and
Small.

The 237-room hotel was conceived as a quality hotel but has

limited convention and meeting facilities.

It is located in the

center of an historical area in downtown Charleston, the new structure
built to look like the original St. John's Hotel (formerly the Mills
House).

The front facade and entry are a replica of the original.

However, the overall plan was updated, shrinking the floor to floor
height to nine feet, allowing for two extra floors.

All public spaces

are on the ground floor with the exception of some small meeting rooms
on the second floor.

The kitchen is directly adjacent to the restaurant

and meeting rooms on the first floor.

Since there is no basement, all

parking occurs in an adjacent county parking garage.

(See Figure 26)

The structure is of reinforced concrete post and slab construction, the
bays corresponding to the room module.

Common walls between rooms are

of steel studs and double gypsum board on each side for sound isolation.
A problem occurs on the ground floor where a row of columns above is
transferred by a large beam to avoid penetrating the large meeting room.
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The rooms are conditioned with fan coil units located in the ceiling
of the bathrooms.

They are supplied with chilled water for cooling.

For heat, each unit has an individual heating coil--employed to
reduce the number of pipes supplied to each room.

Figure 26.

Mills Hyatt House, Charleston, S.C.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES A new hotel in downtown Charleston will play a major role in the
restoration of the life in the downtown area by providing more guest
room space near the historical areas, helping the tourist industry,
and by attracting larger conventions to the downtown area, stimulating
the city's economy.

With the help of an appropriate design, the hotel

would become a major anchor at one end of the King Street retail district,
providing a link to the City Market tourist area.
The most important goals of the hotel would be to provide properly
arranged spaces that would insure the smooth operation, interrelationship and separation of its primary areas:

the guest facilities, public

facilities, and service facilities.
The quality of the hotel is dependent on the quality and comfort of the
rooms, and the number and type of service facilities provided.

The

hotel for downtown Charleston would have high quality rooms with complate service and a large variety of shops, restaurants, and meeting
rooms.
All of these attributes amount to nothing however if the building's scale
does not respect the scale of the city to which it is trying to draw its
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customers.

A large imposing building not only detracts from the overall

city, but tends to lead toward a degradation of the quality of environment by establishing a precedent for further hodge-podge development.
The hotel for downtown Charleston, relating to its historical environment and functioning adequately, will be a success only if the design
is flexible enough for change in its rooms according to the demand
fluctuations for single rooms, double rooms, double-double rooms, studio
rooms, and suites.

The public facilities may at first provide conveniences

only for the guests, but as the hotel becomes established, these facilities
could be the catalyst for drawing people back into the city.
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BASIC AREAS

The hotel is divided into three basic areas:
public spaces, and the back of the house.

the guest floor, the

Each division is integral

to the other, but their paths should occur independently from one
another--never crossing.
The following is a programmatic breakdown of these basic areas.
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THE GUEST FLOOR
260 ROOMS

13 feet wide (minimum)
16 feet long from bath wall to the window
18 feet long for two double beds
8 feet in height
If slab on the floor above is to be the ceiling, it must be finished in
appearance.
Doors:
Entrance:
Connecting:
Bath:

Sol id core, 36 inches minimum
Double sol id core, 28 inches minimum, sealed at edges

Hollow core, 30 inches minimum

Windows:
Exterior windows should be operable.
Closets:
24 inches deep x 36 inches wide (minimum)
Sliding or folding doors
Air Conditioning and Heating:
Full thermostatic control in each room
Provisions for fresh air
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Appliances:
One telephone per room, near beds
One television per room
Table lamps for lighting in the bedroom
Wa 11

s:

Covered with paneling or wall covering
Not painted
Floors:
Covered with carpet with backing
Curtains:
Drapes or other means of light exclusion shall be provided on windows
Soundproofing:
Decibel reduction to a STC rating of 51
BATHROOMS

5 feet in width
8 feet in length
Soap and grab bar
Chromium shower rod
Toilet paper holder - 2
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Towel bars - 2
Robe hook - 1
Facial tissue holder
Medicine cabinet or a recessed unit to include tissue holder with an
electric razor outlet and razor blade receptical
3 fixtures in all bathrooms with possibility of an additional lavatory
in large type rooms
Walls:
All walls must be finished in either tile or vinyl or a combination
of both
Tubs:
All tubs are to be the combination tub and shower type
5'-0 11 long and 14 11 high minimum
Lighting:
Two 20-watt diffused fluorescent strips over lavatory or
Two 75-watt incandescent fixtures on both sides of mirror
Water:
Hot water in bathrooms is not to exceed 120°F
Exhaust fan provided with positive exhaust of 50 cfm
Floor must be either ceramic tile or one piece vinyl
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CORRIDORS

5 feet 6 inches in width with a recessed section at each guest room
door entrance
Canteen area for ice and soft drink machine

FLOOR LINEN ROOMS

One linen room per floor
Size is determined by the number of maid sections
The room must contain a minimum of the following:
One maid cart with accessories per maid
One full complement of 1 inen for each section
Three days' supply of room supplies (soap, toilet and facial tissue,
matches, stationery, etc.)
Two cots per fifty rooms
One baby crib per fifty rooms
Linen chute

ELEVATORS

One guest elevator per 100 rooms minimum
At least one service elevator

CANTEENS

An area on every floor or per every thirty rooms should be developed
to house an ice machine and a soft drink machine
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PUBLIC SPACES
FRONT OF HOUSE

Lobby
2000 square feet
Front office, reservation, PBX, bell stand
900 square feet
Managers, food and beverage, sales and reception area
1200 square feet
Accounting offices
1000 square feet
Pub 1 i c rest rooms
Men - 2 water closets, 2 urinals, 2 lavatories (minimum)
Women - 3 water closets, 2 lavatories (minimum)

DINING FACILITIES

Coffee shop
900 square feet - 60 people
Restaurant
Total of 4500 square feet in one or two facili t ies
Serve total of 300 people
Cocktail lounge
900 square feet - 60 people
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RENTAL AREAS

Newsstand
Beauty parlor/barber shop
Gift shop
Rental areas having exterior exposure
Telephone
2 House phones and 2 pay phones
Located near the front desk and meeting rooms

MEETING ROOMS

Minimum of five meeting rooms.
The largest should be 4200 square feet, seating 420 people. Divisible
into 3 sections: one at 2800 square feet, seating 280 people, and two
at 700 square feet, seating 70 people each.
The second room should be 1700 square feet, seating 120 people,
divisible into two, each section having 850 square feet, seating
85 people.
Storage space for tables, chairs, stages, etc.
For large room - 400 square feet
For small room - 300 square feet
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BACK OF THE HOUSE
KITCHEN

Located for easy access to the coffee shop, dining rooms and major
banquet space
4000 square feet
300 square feet for a walk-in refrigerator and a three-day supply of food
Offices for the chef and purchasing
Food and beverage storeroom
Easy access to the receiving dock and kitchen
2400 square feet, including a security room within for the silver
and liquor inventories; and three walk-in refrigerators--two 38°
boxes (one for meat, the other for produce, beer, etc.), and one 5°
box (opening into a 38° box)
Food and beverage controller - 150 square feet

SERVICE

Housekeeping:

3000 square feet total

1800 square feet for supplies, housekeeper, and clean linen
1200 square feet for sorting and handling of dirty linen
General storeroom:
1500 square feet
Engineering spaces:
Office - 100 square feet
Shops - 200 square feet
Maintenance shop - 450 square feet
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Trash - 300 square feet
Garbage room - 200 square feet
Receiving dock - 350 square feet
Security:
Timekeeper's office - 200 square feet
Personnel office - 200 square feet
Secretary - 150 square feet
EMPLOYEE SPACES

Locker rooms
Space for 200 employees (675 square feet, 80 men and 1000 square feet,
120 women)
Toilets, wash basins, and shower facilities
Lunch room
Space for 50 people at one time plus vending machines
600 square feet

0)

C

·en

Q)

Cl
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INTRODUCTION

The solution of this terminal project is a new hotel facility that
strives to meet the needs of the city as well as satisfy the owner's
demands and the users' desires.

The design solution can be broken

down into several levels of consideration:

concepts, contextural re-

lationships, structural, and mechanical.

CONCEPTS

The major areas of the hotel are divided horizontally on different
levels:

parking occurring in the basement, the public and service

areas on the entry level, the meeting rooms on the meeting level, and
the guest rooms above on the next two levels.
Parking serves the hotel guests and those attending meetings or
shopping.

Two escalator banks serve each respective area.

There are

provisions for limited employee parking with access to the service
areas by way of a service elevator.
The public areas include retail shopping contiguous to an enclosed
atrium.

The hotel lobby is located away from the atrium but near the

motor entry and taxi stand.
public facilities.

Service areas are an integral part of the

They are located adjacent to these public areas but

their presence is not apparent.
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The meeting rooms are easily accessible to the service areas one floor
below and are served from a rear corridor.

The meeting room lobby

looks out over the atrium, encouraging activity in the space after
meetings.
The guest rooms occur over all of the ancillary spaces.
rooms comes in the spaces into which they open:

Choice in

the enclosed atrium,

the recreation court and the street.
Circulation within the facility among the various functions has been
kept separate.

A pedestrian spine connects the Retail District to the

Market District by way of a pedestrian spine that bisects the entry level
of the building, focusing on the enclosed atrium.

Off of this spine are

the escalators to the garage, the escalators and stairs to the meeting
rooms, and the elevators to guest rooms.

These separate modes of circu-

lation are intended to facilitate the implementation of security, so
important in a downtown area.

The guest corridors have been segmented

so as to decrease their apparent length.
corners give the guest a
room.

11

Skylights in otherwise dark

breather 11 as he turns the last corner to his

The exposed elevators within the pedestrian spine act as a point

of reference from both the guest areas and the public areas below.
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CONTEXTURAL
RELATIONSHIPS

Careful attention was given to the exterior expression of the facility
so as to blend in with its environment, reflecting on the surrounding
vernacular in massing, mass-to-void relationship in the facade, and in
materials.
The overall height of the building is forty-seven feet at King Street-no higher than the adjacent Penney building.
is broken up by the balcony recesses.

The uniformity of height

In keeping with the Charleston

varanda found on many surrounding houses, the south facade has a stepped
balcony with sun screening.

The stepping back also serves to reduce

any view onto nearby rooftops.
The articulation of the windows is a response to the mass-to-void relationship of the surrounding buildings--especially along King Street .

In order

to break up the length, the vertical expression of the eight-foot long,
two-foot wide windows was employed; the three-foot space between reflecting
the space between existing separate buildings.

The windows express the

flip-flop nature of the room-unit floor plan, and identify the unit module
by the horizontal glass element.
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Materials used for the facade are brick veneer, similar in texture and
color to the existing, and wood used mostly as a decorative element,
stained.
STRUCTURAL

Based on a guest room module in response to the dimensional restrictions
of the site, a twenty-nine foot by twenty-nine foot grid was employed.
This accommodates two guest rooms and allows sufficient space in the
basement in which to arrange parking.

Post and beam concrete construction

was used in the parking, entry, and meeting levels; changing to a bearing
wall on the guest levels.

Precast structural concrete decking was used

as the flooring material for ease of construction, and because it also
can be the finish ceiling of the floor below, thus reducing the floor to
floor height.

A cluster of five piles at each column, sunk to a depth

of sixty-five feet, support the weight of the structure.
MECHANICAL

Two basic mechanical systems are used:
units.

fan-coil units and air handling

Fan-coil units are placed in each of the guest rooms for maximum

individual diversity.

They are supplied by cold water from a central

chiller, and each has its individual electric heating element rather than
hot water, to reduce the initial expense of piping.

The larger public,
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service and meeting areas are supplied with for.ced air from air handling
units supplied with both hot and cold water from the mechanical penthouse.
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FOOTNOTES
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"Hotels," Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1973 , XI , 748.
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Ibid., p. 749.
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Ibid.
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"Charleston, S.C., 11 Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1973, V, 327.
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I bid.
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Ibid.

8. Historic Preservation Plan, Charleston, S.C. (Chapel Hi 11, N.C.,
June 1974 , p. 21.
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Land Use Survey and Analysis (Charleston, S.C . , 1973), p. 8.

10.

Historic Preservation Plan, p. 21.

11.

Preliminary Development Plan (Charleston, S.C., 1973), p. A-3.

12.

Neighborhood Analysis (Charleston, S.C., June 1975), p. 4.

13. Recommended Trans ortation Plan, Charleston Area Transportation
Study (Columbia, S.C., June 1975 , p. 1.
14. R. Kris Barthelmess and Douglas F. Clark, Environmental Assessment: An Approach in Analysis (Clemson, S. C., 1976 .
15. Edward T. White, Introduction to Architectural Programming
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